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5th Annual A Passage to China
returns to Mall of America
By Greg Hugh, Staff Writer

A

lthough we
have all enjoyed an unusually mild winter here
in Minnesota, the arrival
of spring marks the return of the 5th annual A
Passage to China that
will be held at Mall of
America on April 21
and 22. This free event
is devoted exclusively to
Chinese culture, history
and entertainment with
over 50 participating
organizations that will
provide fun, informative
interactive activities for
young and old. A great
way to explore China
without any hassle. Everything has been
planned and organized…all you have to do
is show up. The 2-day event will be open

from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day and will take
place simultaneously at the Mall of America
Rotunda and Sears Court at Mall of America
located in Bloomington, Minn.

Each participating organization will run
individual stations for visitors to engage in
such activities as Chinese chess, tangrams,
name translations, learning to speak Chinese, painting and calligraphy lessons, paper
cutting and paper folding, making Chinese
musical instruments and ribbon sticks and
various other Chinese arts and crafts. There
will also be cooking demonstrations and
dumpling-making lessons.
Authentic Chinese music and dance
performances, as well as Chinese martial
arts, will be featured at the Sears Court
stage throughout the two-day event. Beijing
Opera will also be performed along with a
Chinese ethnic minorities fashion show.
The Mall of America Rotunda and Sears
Court undergoes a festive transformation for
A Passage to China as these areas are colorfully decorated with suspended red lanterns
accented with many floral touches. Several

Passage continues on Page 3

Minnesota exports grow to
US$5.1 billion in the fourth
quarter

M

innesota exports, including
agricultural, mining and manufactured products, grew to
US$5.1 billion in the fourth quarter of 2011,
a fourth-quarter record that was 1.4 percent
higher than the same quarter a year ago. The
national export growth rate was close to 11
percent. Six states experienced decreased
exports during this period, ranging from
slight (less than 1 percent) to significant (22
percent) declines.
For the manufacturing sector alone,
Minnesota exports were up almost 3 percent
to US$4.7 billion between the fourth quarters of 2010 and 2011, while U.S. manufactured exports increased about 12 percent.

Note: Reports based on 2011 data cover
export data based on the Harmonized
System, which covers manufactured
and non-manufactured exports, such
as agriculture and mining, but not
services.

Journal of an American
Living in China: The need
for “chops” in official
business
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 State export trends were mixed in
Demand in Asia and North America
Europe.
While exports dropped almost 10
Sustains Slight Overall Export Growth

Restaurant Review
Page 8

percent (or down by US$100 million) to
US$937 million to the European Union,
sales to other European markets grew
15 percent to US$104 million. Strongerperforming countries such as Luxembourg,
Austria, Italy and Finland helped offset
steep declines in exports to Germany, United
Kingdom, Ireland and France.

Top sports stories in
China in the past
10 years
 The state’s export gains were the
highest in Asia and North America. Minnesota exports to North America increased
4 percent (or up US$70 million) to US$1.8
billion, with strong gains to Mexico (up
23 percent to US$306 million). The state’s
exports to Asia rose 3 percent to US$1.7
billion (or up US$49 million), led by large
gains to China (up 10 percent to US$644
million) and South Korea (up 26 percent to
US$184 million).
 Minnesota sales jumped 20 percent
to US$91 million to the Middle East – led
by the United Arab Emirates (up 60 percent
to US$35 million, ranked 23rd) – and 4
percent to US$140 million to the AustraliaPacific region.

Page 12
Strong Gains in Meat, Mineral Fuel and
Iron Ore Products Mitigate Other Losses

 Meat exports from Minnesota businesses jumped 84 percent to US$127 million, primarily due to increased demand for
fresh or frozen pork in China. Exports of
fresh or frozen pork to China leaped 1,984
percent (up US$32 million) to almost US$34
million, and represented 62 percent of the
state’s meat exports to China. The next two
largest markets, South Korea (up 34 percent
to US$23 million) and Mexico (up 52 per-

Exports continues on Page 11
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China’s National People’s Congress
concludes with varying versions of the
Party’s future

The fifth session of the 11th tenure of the
China National People's Congress (NPC),
China's parliament, concluded on Mar. 14
in Beijing, after determining important
national issues. As usual, it was a highly
choreographed show of legislative rubber
stamping but there appears to be a real political drama unfolding behind the scenes as
noted by many media sources that covered
the event.
This fall, a once-a-decade transfer of
power will take place. As that approaches,
two visions of the future of the party's economic policy vie for dominance.
Championing one vision are the proponents of state capitalism, newly empowered
after the global financial crisis. Their agenda
has benefited from three years of massive
stimulus spending, funneled to governmentrun companies.
Here, the flamboyant, ambitious, "red
song"-loving Chongqing party leader Bo Xilai stood tall during the meetings but he was
removed as the Communist Party leader of
the Chongqing municipality shortly after
the NPC ended.
Holding another vision are the pro-reform, pro-market advocates who believe the
Chinese people are best served by a lighter
hand from Beijing, on society as well as the
economy. Typically, this view is personified
by Wang Yang, the party boss in prosperous
Guandong province.
Heading into the People's Congress, experts were expecting a showdown between
the ideas represented by these two figures,
who are competing for spots among China's
true rulers, the nine-person Politboro stand-
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Deputies at the Fifth Session of the 11th National People’s Congress listen as Premier
Wen Jiabao delivers the government’s report
at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing,
March 5, 2012. [Photo: Xinhua]
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ing committee.
So, whose vision gained the upper hand?
Tea-leaf watchers say it's still a toss-up.
Bo Xilai’s stature took a blow when his
deputy fled to the US Embassy last month,
apparently seeking asylum. It was unclear
whether that will hurt his chances of reaching the party’s top rung but now that he has
been removed, it just makes it a bit more
interesting.
However it remains uncertain whether
the Chinese Communist Party is leaning
toward Bo’s draconian approach to keeping
social order, or a more liberal stance.
"It's hard to say," said David Zweig,
chair professor at the Hong Kong University
of Science and Technology. "Everybody
knows that the system has problems. When
you go into China these days, when something happens, they say, 'That’s a systemic
problem.' … Nobody’s been willing to do
much about it."
Critics also take fault with Beijing's
heavy investment in state-run companies
over the last four years. The Communist
Party began to question market reforms in
the wake of 2008's global economic collapse.
“Since the financial crisis, there has been
a greater skepticism toward markets,” said
Patrick Chovanec, professor of economics
at Tsinghua University in Beijing.
“Even more than around the rest of the
world, the Chinese will point to TARP" —
the U.S. government's massive financial
intervention in the private sector — "and
the bailout of GM and will say, 'We were
right all along.' What’s happened globally
has reaffirmed that stance.”
At the same time, those within the
government with ties to those companies
have seen their fortunes balloon while average Chinese salaries have stagnated. The
net worth of 70 members of the National
People's Congress adds up to over US$90
billion, according to the Hurun Report, a
group that tracks wealth in China. The average income of an urban worker last year
was US$3,500.
It's no surprise, then, that a poll of 1.5
million online users by People's Daily prior
to the NPC showed that inequality ranks as
one of the top three issues for the Chinese
public.
The NPC is well aware of the issue
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— especially after Chinese internet users
mocked one NPC delegate for wearing a
US$2,000 pink Italian suit — but that does
not mean it will be easy to address.
"As any political scientist can tell you,
it’s easy to print money, but it’s much
harder to redistribute," said Zweig. The
inextricable ties of China's political elite
with its fabulously rich state sector make it
all the more complicated. One report from
2009 estimated that over 90 percent of the
country’s wealthiest citizens were children
of senior party officials.
Beyond financial factors, the caginess
of China's presumptive president prevents
any certainty about which way the party
will turn at this crossroads. Xi Jinping, who
visited the United States last month and is
expected to be tapped as the next president
at the transfer of power in October, has kept
his ideological loyalties close to the vest.
"Nobody knows where the next leadership stands," Chovanec said. "The only
thing that could derail Xi Jinping coming
to power is him making enemies, so he's
very guarded."
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Wen Jiabo (L) and Xi Jinping at the NPC
Whatever Xi's views, China's current
leadership already has plenty of advocates
of state capitalism.
One NPC delegate, Xiang Wenbo,
asserted during the proceedings that “a
market-oriented economy is not suitable for
China,” saying that state-owned companies
“continue to play a dominant role in industries related to natural resources, national
security and people's livelihoods.”
Even from the top of the party, there
came flashing signs that change is needed.
In an emotional final address to the congress after his 10 year tenure, Chinese Pre-

NPC continues on Page 14
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5th Annual A Passage to China returns
to Mall of America
Continues from Page 1

Terrracotta Warrior
life-size terra cotta soldiers will also be on
display for that Kodak moment.
Children participating in A Passage to
China will be issued special ‘passports’ in
which they can collect stamps by participating at each individual interactive station.
Collecting a sufficient number of stamps
– a completed itinerary – will qualify them
for a prize.
A Passage to China is organized by The
Chinese Heritage Foundation, Minnesota’s
premier organization devoted to promoting
and preserving Chinese history and culture
in Minnesota, along with China Insight and
is supported by the more than 50 organiza-
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Advertisers
Your potential customers
are reading C hina I nsight .
Shouldn’t you be bringing
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Children playing a game of Go
tions that participate in this total volunteerrun event so that it can be held as a free
event for the whole community to enjoy
and appreciate.
See back page for complete details on
the largest FREE event to be held in the
Twin Cities that is devoted exclusively to
Chinese culture, history and entertainment.
As noted, over 50 organizations will be
participating with interactive activities for
young and old so get your family, friends
and neighbors together or organize an outing
for your school or organization.

Contact Greg Hugh
952-472-4757
ads@chinainsight.info
or visit
www.chinainsight.
info for more advertising
information.

Papercutting
Additional information can be found at
www.chineseheritagefoundation.org and
www.chinainsight.info. 

U of M project surveys
Chinese immigrant letters
Attendees at a Passage to China are
encouraged to participate in a survey documenting letters sent to or received from the
families of Chinese immigrants from 1850
to 1970.
"Very few archives hold letters that
describe the lives of immigrants or their
families in China," according to Donna
Gabaccia, director of the Immigration History Research Center (IHRC) and Rudolph
J. Vecoli Chair in Immigration History at
the University of Minnesota.
Many Chinese immigrants in the late
19th and early 20th centuries wrote brief
letters to accompany remittances sent to
support family members who remained
in China, but longer letters with details of
American or Chinese life during that time
are rare.
The IHRC recently surveyed Minnesota archives and historical societies to
learn which institutions hold immigrant
letters and is now turning its attention to
Chinese letters still held by the families of
immigrants.
A survey of existing letters is an important step toward including Chinese-American experiences in the IHRC's Digitizing
Immigrant Letters Project and in helping
to preserve the precious correspondence
held by families. Staff and volunteers of the
IHRC will guide letter owners in recording
information about correspondence that is
vital to future generations.
The Digitizing Immigrant Letters Project currently includes several European

languages but aims to add Chinese materials as the first Asian language. The project
provides online access to images, translations and transcriptions of selected letters
that show the emotional connections among
friends and families separated by distance
and immigration.
With analysis and translation, the
IHRC's online collection provides access by
scholars, educators and the general public to
materials in languages other than English.
The current project includes selected materials from the IHRC’s archival collections,
but the Center plans to expand the collection
to include letters by community members
willing to provide online access to family
correspondence from years ago.
“Our vision is to create access to resources for a diverse group of scholars,
students and general readers who want to
understand and compare migration across
traditional scholarly boundaries,” said Dr.
Gabaccia.
The ultimate goal of the Digitizing Immigrant Letters project is to expand into
a multi-institutional digital archive and to
add community letters, thus becoming an
international resource to connect university researchers to materials currently only
available onsite in repositories in Asia,
Europe and other North American historical
institutions.
For more information about the project,
visit www.ihrc.umn.edu or e-mail
ihrc@umn.edu. 

Chinese documentary on HIV/AIDS
will be shown at 2012 Minneapolis
St. Paul International Film Festival

Together
(dir. Zhao Liang)

The 2012 Minneapolis St. Paul International Film Festival will be April 12 to May
3. One of the films included in the Festival is
a documentary from China, Together (2010),
by director by Zhao Liang.
Together is a behind-the-scenes documentary of Chinese director Gu Changwei’s
feature film Life is a Miracle (2011), which
exposes the discrimination faced by HIV/
AIDS patients in China. Zhao documented
the interactions of the cast and crew as
they came face-to-face with the disease
during the production. Initially, many only
showed fear because of their ignorance of
the disease. Their attitude slowly started to

change as they learned the science behind
it… Together suggests something quite
different from Zhao’s previous work style.
As a matter of fact, it is not an independent
production but a not-for-profit film. Zhao
expressed his commitment to making it
despite its source of funding, because he
believed in its educational value and societychanging power.
More information about Together can be
found at http://degeneratefilms.com. Visit
www.mspfilmfest.org/2012/ for information about the 2012 Minneapolis St. Paul
International Film Festival. 
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Book Review
John Jung, Sweet and Sour: Life in Chinese Family Restaurants (Cypress, CA: Yin
and Yang Press, 2010), 297 pp. ISBN 9780615345451
Reviewed by Raymond Lum

T

he “Chop Suey Craze” that
engulfed large American and
Canadian cities in the early decades of the 20th century (see http://www.
asian-studies.org/eaa/Hayford_16-3.pdf)
might be viewed as a positive reaction to
the American and Canadian Chinese Exclusion laws that began in the U.S. in 1882 and
continued until 1943 when the U.S. needed
Chinese support in the war with Japan. The
demonization of Chinese immigrants by
American labor activists in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries gradually gave way
to an admiration of some, but by no means
all, aspects of the immigrant Chinese and
their culture.
Chinese family-run restaurants responded to the growing interest in Chinese food
in various but conflicting ways. Elaborate
Chinese restaurants opened in Chicago, San
Francisco, New York, and cities in Canada.
To entice patrons, the restaurants featured
organs, live orchestras, dancing, and, in the
case of the Forbidden City restaurant in
San Francisco’s Chinatown, live shows that
highlighted Chinese- and Japanese-American performers. The high cost of opening
and maintaining such elegant venues usually
required numerous backers and partners, all
with deep pockets. Alas, the Depression did
in those places when people had little money
to spend on eating out, Chinese or not.
On the other side were the mom-and-pop
(and the kids) takeout-and-delivery restaurants, the “chop suey joints,” often located
in marginal neighborhoods and serving up
the pseudo-Chinese cuisine favored by the
untutored: chop suey, chow mein, egg foo
young, egg rolls, super-dried “chow mein
noodles,” and fortune cookies (reportedly
invented in the United States).
What life was like on the other side of
the counter and in the kitchen has not been
largely documented, but John Jung’s book
bridges that gap. His history of life in Chinese restaurants in the small Southern (he
was born in Macon, Georgia), Midwestern
and Western towns where Chinese located
to make a living is an important historical
survey that contributes significantly to the
recorded realities of Chinese life in the
United States. Many are the Chinese restaurants that no longer exist and that are known
today only through old telephone books and

business directories. No doubt families still
have memories and hold documents on those
businesses, but if no John Jung looks for
them they will not be found.
Chinese men did not cook in China unless they operated eating establishments as
restaurants or street stalls, so why did they
do so in America? The answer is to be found
in the anti-Chinese activities and laws of
the United States. The Chinese came here
originally to find their fortunes in California’s gold mines in the mid 19th century, but
when the gold was gone and Chinese labor
helped complete the Trans-Continental Railroad, the Chinese had to find other means
of livelihood. Thus, they provided services
for White Americans, such as laundry and
cooking, thereby becoming identified in
the non-Chinese imagination as low-skilled
laborers who were particularly adept at
washing and cooking. It was a self-fulfilling
prophecy: this is what you can do so this is
what you will do. With severe limitations on
their employment opportunities, the Chinese
made the most of the few opportunities
afforded them, and yet prospered through
hard work. And that’s how they wound up
in restaurants.
A case in point is my own family’s
history: my literate great-grandfather emigrated from China to Honolulu in 1862; my
grandfather, born and schooled in Honolulu,
eventually made his way to Decatur, Ill.,
where he and his father and some of his
five brothers operated their Oriental Inn.
My grandfather relocated to Springfield,
Ill., where he and several cousins owned
and operated the Oriental Café, managed for
18 years by my father. The Oriental had a
dance hall (but by the time I knew it only a
juke box remained, sans dancers). The place
was large and elegant, with cut-glass decanters, silver utensils, linen tablecloths and
napkins. And in the cigar case underneath
the cash register was a small sign that read
“We reserve the right to seat our patrons,”
which years later was interpreted to me to
mean “No Negroes allowed in the dining
rooms,” although they were allowed to sit
on the green leather settee as they waited
for their take-out orders. My father’s restaurant, Chop Suey House, traded well on
Americans’ limited knowledge of Chinese
food. Fortunately, times change and societies progress.
Early Chinese restaurants in large cities
used names that meant something in Chinese
but were only odd sounds to the American
ear, such as King Yen Low, Won Kow, Ho
Sai Gai, Hung Far Low, but those restaurants
were elegant in décor without being overtly
“Oriental.” Later Chinese restaurants were
operated on a more economical scale and
some were nondescript and truly dreadful
in décor, with a number of them made even
garish in misguided attempts to present
“Oriental” surroundings to complement the
equally non-authentic food served there.
Restaurants that catered primarily to Chinese often had Chinese names but others
branched off into names like “Red Pagoda,”
a take-out joint on Chicago’s North Side that
was neither a pagoda nor red, and “Chiam,”
its name an amalgamation of “Chinese” and
“American.”
Airlines travel and American involve-

ment in Asia (diplomats, missionaries, Peace
Corps Volunteers, military personnel, travelers), combined with large-scale immigration
from China following the passage of the
1965 Immigration Act that allowed for the
reunification of Chinese families separated
by previous harsh anti-Chinese immigration
laws, the Chinese civil war, and Japan’s
invasion in China, to make Americans personally knowledgeable about China. The
end of the Vietnam War and the resulting
huge immigration of Vietnamese, many of
whom were ethnically Chinese, contributed
significantly to changes in what was acceptable as “real” Asian food. Immigration
from Chinese provinces other than Guangdong, the starting point of the majority of
the Chinese in America, also permanently
altered the landscape of Chinese cuisine in
America. Chop suey and chow mein were
falling off menus. But much of those developments were not experienced in the places
that John Jung writes about. Life in Chinese
family restaurants was personal and local,
as detailed in this study.
Most of the published histories of the
Chinese in America are impersonal sociological studies, novels, and historical
surveys. Here, John Jung gives us a history
that is much more personal, even though it
is not all his own story. People walk past
us on the street and we do not know who
they are or what their life stories are. Some
of those whose lives centered on Chinese
restaurants are memorialized in Jung’s book.
In writing this book, John Jung has rendered
a great service to the faceless people behind
the counter who deserve to be recognized.
The numerous evocative photographs
of people, restaurants, and menus included
in the book provide valuable visual documentation. No doubt, many of the people
and places depicted exist otherwise only in
memories. Vignettes of individuals bring
to life the personal blocks that build the
larger story. The author takes a geographical approach to documentation of Chinese
family restaurants and in so doing provides
in-depth revelations about individuals and
families. Who even knew there was a Chinese restaurant in Greenville, Mississippi,
and in Savannah?
There are some aspects of Chinese family restaurants that Jung does not cover,
such as the hiring of non-Chinese workers
to staff the dining rooms; how supplies were
procured in out-of-the-way locales such as
Muncie, Indiana; how menus were produced
(our printed menu was supplemented with a
daily one that my father typed with two fingers and then reproduced in multiple copies
using cold gelatin stored in the refrigerator),
and “short off,” the time between the lunch
trade and the dinner crowds when the restaurants closed in preparation for the evening
onslaught, and naps. Jung also does not note,
in his short feature on Chicago’s King Yen
Lo restaurant, that the Chinese reformers
Liang Qichao and Kang Youwei backed the
restaurant as a front to raise funds for their
efforts to create a constitutional monarchy
in China, as opposed Sun Yat-sen’s eventual
successful revolution that toppled the monarchy (see Adam McKeown’s book Chinese
Migrant Networks and Cultural Change:
Peru, Chicago, and Hawaii 1900-1936).

This book could have benefited from
tighter editing of both text and punctuation.
The long quotations could have better been
summarized, but they do not detract from the
story that Jung tells. The book’s bibliography will lead interested readers to additional
resources. The index is incomplete: one can
read the sections on Chinese restaurants in
Mississippi and Georgia, for example, but
cannot go back to them by using the index.
An introduction covering, even cursorily,
the history of Chinese immigration and antiChinese laws would go a great distance in
explaining why Chinese opened restaurants
and what hurdles they had to overcome in
doing so. Similarly, some information on
the economics of restaurant ownership,
including the sending of money to China
to provide for family there, would have
provided a financial picture of Chinese restaurant development that is almost entirely
unknown to historians and sociologists.
Jung’s other books document life in Chinese laundries and in grocery stores in the
Deep South beginning in the 1870s. What he
documents are aspects of Chinese-American
life that otherwise would be lost to history,
and in recording these histories Jung has
preserved slices of life that are rarely, if ever,
treated in academic writing. In so doing,
John Jung has rescued from obscurity the
personal struggles and successes of immigrants who had little going for them except
determination and hard work. Jung himself
is an example of where it all led: he earned
his PhD from Northwestern University and
was a professor of psychology at the University of California, Long Beach, for four
decades before shifting gears and embarking
on a new career researching, speaking, and
publishing on largely-unknown facets of
Chinese-American life.
We are all beneficiaries of his dedication
and his scholarship. 
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Minnesota author weaves
together Asian history we
have NEVER heard before:
The Secret History of the Mongol Queens
By Mary Warpeha, US – China Peoples Friendship Association Minnesota Chapter Co-President
Several years ago, my son Dan made a service call to Jack Weatherford. While waiting
for the computer to accept his repairs, Dan
visited with Mr. Weatherford and his wife
Walker Pierce mentioning that I had read
several of his books. It is true, and here is
where my story begins.
Yes, my Book Club of 30+ years read
several of the Macalester College professor’s cultural anthropology studies and
yes, we liked them. In the weeks following
Dan’s visit, Mr. Weatherford graciously
invited my family to tea and talk in his
condo on Cathedral Hill in St. Paul. We
discussed China, Mongolia, travels and
writing. Recently we had rented a NetFlix
film Mongol: The Rise of Genghis Khan and
agreed somewhat sheepishly that the story
as it was portrayed was new to us. In the
conversation, we were to learn that in 2004
Weatherford had published Genghis Khan
and the Making of the Modern World and
that he had consulted on the film Mongol:
The Rise of Genghis Khan and that he was
excited about the next publication The Secret History of the Mongol Queens.
Time passed. I read the Genghis Kahn
book and was totally impressed with the
man and his achievements – not quite the
barbarians I had read about. The story was
told through the eyes of a seasoned cultural
anthropologist who savored sharing how
people ate and what they ate and the difficulties of finding food for 100,000 warriors and
their horses while making a 40 day crossing
of the Gobi Desert. I forgot about the Mongol Queens until later when I found a copy
and became absolutely fascinated with the
daughters of The Great Khan.
To whet your appetite, excerpts from
the dust jacket accompanied with my comments: The Queens of the Silk Route turned
their father’s conquests into the world’s
first truly international empire, fostering
trade, education and religion through their
territories and creating an economic system that stretched from the Pacific to the
Mediterranean.
After Genghis Khan’s death in 1227,
conflicts erupted between his daughters
and his daughter-in-law. At the end of this
decades long epic struggle, the dynasty of
the Mongol queens had seemingly been extinguished forever, as even their names were
erased from the historical record.
One of the most unusual and important
warrior queens of world history arose to
avenge the wrongs, rescue the tattered shred
of the Mongol Empire, and restore order to a
shattered world. Putting on her quiver and
picking up her bow, Queen Manduhai (born
in 1448 and living into her sixties) led her
soldiers through victory after victory. In her
thirties, she married a seventeen year old
prince and bore eight children (singles, twin
and triplet births) in the midst of a career
spent fighting (Yes, really fighting with bow
and arrow on horseback – in one battle she
was 8 months pregnant when she fell off
her horse.) the Ming Dynasty of China on
one side and a series of Muslim warlords
on the other. Her unprecedented success
on the battlefield provoked the Chinese
into the most gigantic and expensive phase
of wall building in history. Charging into
battle even while pregnant, she fought to

reassemble the Mongol Nation of Genghis
Khan and to preserve it for her own children.
Genghis Kahn and the Mongol Queens
lived amongst diverse local steppe clans and
tribes, a changing China – Kublai Khan was
a great emperor in the Yuan Dynasty – an
Islamic world to the Himalayas in the south
and all the way to the Slavic peoples of
Europe. The Khan Empire was the largest
empire in people and lands ever to exist.
The Mongol Queens were strategically and
politically married into secondary societies
to strengthen and maintain Mongol control
over hundreds of thousands of conquered
people. The Queens were empowered to
manage the politics, marriages, armies,
trade, economics, and wealth – in a master
plan crafted by Genghis Khan.
From Wikipedia:
Genghis Khan’s ability to manipulate
people and technology represented the
experienced knowledge of more than four
decades of nearly constant warfare. At no
single, crucial moment in his life did he
suddenly acquire his genius at warfare, his
ability to inspire the loyalty of his followers,
or his unprecedented skill for organizing
on a global scale. These derived not from
epiphanic enlightenment or formal schooling but from a persistent cycle of pragmatic
learning, experimental adaptation, and
constant revision driven by his uniquely
disciplined mind and focused will.
I am thoroughly convinced of Weatherford’s academic integrity in researching as
well as weaving a variety of sources with
differing spellings and occasional discrepancies into a most readable non-fiction account
of a unique man and his daughters and kin.
Luckily there is credible basic information
in a Mongolian court diary kept during
Genghis Khan’s life by a Persian chronicler
as well as occasional mention in documents
written by scribes, poets and histories in
China and the people living along the Silk
Route. Unfortunately for the world, there
were those who did not want the past recorded and made public, and they have cut
out, burned and ruined important pieces of
documents which made Weatherford’s task
difficult and at times impossible.
As a true world expert on Mongolia’s
history, people, land, agriculture, animals,
landscape and language, Weatherford has
taken extraneous historic bits and pieces and
woven them into a readable account. As a
cultural anthropologist, he has given life to
mere facts by placing them in the context
of the time, of hard-living nomadic desert
people, of political and cultural ties with
their neighbors, of a society that valued the
abilities and nurtured the talents of women.
Get this fascinating and authoritative
book on your reading list. Learn about the
history that was never told to us.
Jack Weatherford holds the DeWitt Wallace Chair of Anthropology at Macalester
College in Minnesota and an honorary
position at Chinggis Khaan University in
Mongolia. In 2007 he received the Order of
the Polar Star, the highest award for service
to the Mongol Nation for writing Genghis
Khan and the Making of the Modern World.
He is also author of Indian Givers, Native
Roots, Savages and Civilization and The
History of Money. 
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Save the Dates!
Spice & Slice

of Asian America
Mu Performing Arts’ interactive and humor-laced
productions highlight “the good, the bad and the
truly ugly” of the Asian American experience.
All performances are free. Visit www.hclib.org/events for details.

Japanese Taiko: Minneapolis Central Library, Saturday, May 5, 1:30 p.m.
Premiere of American Bamboo: Plymouth Library, Sunday, May 6, 1 p.m.

FOB: Ridgedale Library, Saturday, May 12, 10:30 a.m.
Hmong Tiger Tales: North Regional Library, Saturday, May 12, 1 p.m.
Korean Adoptee Stories: Brookdale Library, Saturday, May 19, 1 p.m.
American Bamboo: Southdale Library, Saturday, May 26, 10:30 a.m.

Save the Dates!

Cafes & Culture, Wine Tastings,
Music & Dance, The Bazaar and...

MEMORIES

Presented by the International Institute of Minnesota
in cooperation with 90 ethnic groups
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你叫什么名字
What's your name?
By Jodi Yim James, Staff Writer
Sexy Beijing TV, filmed in China and posted on youtube, has a wonderful episode about
names in China (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3U5u3D2L9Q).
In homage to this clever clip, and for your entertainment, this month, we are learning
how to ask someone’s name: 你叫什么名字? Nǐ jiào shénme míngzi?
The answer, of course, is: 我 叫____________. Wǒ jiào _____________.
Here is the breakdown of the sentence with notes about the characters.

Asking for a person for their first name:
character

pinyin

English

notes

你
叫
什么
名字

Nǐ

You

jiào

Called

Mouth (square) + noise

shénme

What

Can be used for, “What?”

míngzi

First Name

Telling a person your first name:
我
叫

Wǒ

I

jiào

am Called

Mouth (square) + noise

first name goes here – the name one likes to be “called”

U of M opens American Cultural
Center for Sport in China
On March 20, the University of Minnesota celebrated the grand opening of a
unique center that will share U.S. culture
with the Chinese people through the medium
of sport. The American Cultural Center for
Sport is funded by a US$100,000 grant from
the U.S. Department of State and will be a
partnership between the University’s China
Center and School of Kinesiology, and
the Tianjin University of Sport in Tianjin,
China.
The main objective of the center is to
demonstrate to the Chinese people how
sport culture and values are integrated into
the larger American society and how these
cultural values influence American viewpoints, global outlook and engagement in
everything from business and politics to arts
and communication.
“Many concepts drawn from sport, such
as ‘fair play’ and ‘pursuit of excellence’ are
infused in the values and beliefs of Americans, regardless of whether they participate
in sports,” said Joan Brzezinski, executive
director of the China Center. “This center
will help the Chinese develop a deeper
understanding of how sport culture impacts
all of our interactions, whether person-toperson or country-to-country.”
The center will organize events and provide resources, such as athletic exchanges
and collaborations, guest lectures by University faculty and other experts, a reading
room of print and online resources, and
training for teachers to integrate the culture
of sport into their curricula.
The new center will take advantage
of the many resources of the University
of Minnesota, including its highly ranked

School of Kinesiology and its NCAA Division I athletics programs. The School of
Kinesiology is ranked among the top ten
programs nationally, and its faculty have
expertise in sport-related culture programs.
The School’s Tucker Center for Research
on Girls & Women in Sport is dedicated to
exploring the impact of sport, recreation and
physical activity on the lives of girls and
women. Dr. Li Li Ji, the School’s director,
has experience bringing Chinese Olympic
athletes to the United States to study sports
management and U.S. culture.
“Sport is a tie between cultures without
dispute. It served to open the doors for new
relations between the U.S. and China in
the ’70s and continues to serve as a strong
connection between the two peoples,” said
Dr. Ji. “The new center in Tianjin will be a
window to showcase American sports and
physical education to promote health, fitness, human development and social-culture
integration in China.”
The University of Minnesota has a long
and deep history of exchange with China.
In fact, the University’s relationship with
China practically began with an exchange
of sport—the first three students from China
enrolled in 1914 and excelled as star players
on the soccer team. Today, the University
hosts more than 1,400 students from China,
and its faculty are working with Chinese
researchers to address some of the world’s
most pressing challenges. The University of
Minnesota opened its first overseas office in
Beijing, China, in 2008.

The ABC comedy Big Bang Theory also has an interesting episode using this phrase.
(Transcript is at http://bigbangtrans.wordpress.com/series-1-episode-17-the-tangerinefactor/)
Finally, there is a music video called 你叫什么名字? "What's Your Name?"
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-yvz_mMZHk&feature=related)
As you listen to the song, see if you can count how many times you hear the word
名字, that is, míngzi, for first name. Here are the lyrics, as posted by the artist:

University of Minnesota’s China Center

The China Center was established in 1979
to manage the University of Minnesota's
exchanges with the People's Republic of
China. For more than three decades, the
China Center has reflected the firm and
long-standing commitment of the University
to international research, teaching and outreach. http://chinacenter.umn.edu.

School of Kinesiology

The University’s School of Kinesiology
in the College of Education and Human

Read the paper online at www.chinainsight.info

Development is one of the premium institutes in the nation to study exercise and
movement. Its academic endeavor focuses
on the biological, developmental, social and
behavioral bases of physical activity, recreation, sport and human performance through
its programs in Kinesiology, Sport Management, and Recreation, Park, and Leisure
Studies. It prepares students for a variety
of professional opportunities in both public
and private sectors that include teaching,
research, health promotion, rehabilitation,
medicine, coaching, sport administration
and services related to physical activity and
fitness. http://www.cehd.umn.edu/kin/ 
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The Minnesota
Mandarin Initiative
2005-2012:
How far we have come
in 7 years!
By Jodi Yim James, Staff Writer
“Really, when it comes to teaching Chinese, Minnesota is seen as a leader,” said
John Melick, who was the director of Chinese language initiatives for the Minnesota
Department of Education (MDE) in 2008.
This was only two years after MDE Commissioner, Alice Seagren, led an education
delegation to China in 2006. What began as
a question asked by Governor Tim Pawlenty
during his trade delegation trip to China
in 2005 – If Chinese students are learning
English, why are our students not learning
Chinese? – had become, under his leadership, an initiative for Mandarin language
education in Minnesota.

If Chinese students are
learning English, why are
our students not learning
Chinese?
-Tim Pawlenty, 2005
When Pawlenty returned to Minnesota
from China in 2005, he met with then Commissioner Alice Seagren and asked her to
organize her own delegation from MDE to
China. After her trip in 2006, the Minnesota
Mandarin Initiative was instituted in 2007.
From the Minnesota Legislative Reference
Library, dated July 2007, we read:
Mandarin Chinese: This past legislative session, Governor Tim Pawlenty
proposed and the Minnesota Legislature passed an initiative for developing a statewide articulated Mandarin
Chinese curriculum. The initiative will
ensure that our students are prepared
to enter a competitive global economy.
MDE brought together a network
of higher education representatives,
educators, individuals who speak and
write fluent Mandarin Chinese, businesses, MDE staff and other interested
partners to accomplish the goals set
forth by the Governor Pawlenty and
the Legislature.
The findings are online at: http://education.
state.mn.us/MDE/Teacher_Support/
Chinese_Language_Initiative/index.html
The Mandarin Chinese curriculum put
together by the State through a number of
committees facilitated Mandarin language
education throughout the State. Districts
would not be alone and starting from
scratch. Immediately, Mandarin language
education increased throughout Minnesota,
as did the programs for teaching and licensing Mandarin language teachers. Dr. Martha
Bigelow, in the February 2012 issue of
China Insight, said that the teacher licensure
program for Mandarin at the University of
Minnesota Twin Cities had mushroomed at
that time.
From the Minnesota House of Repre-

sentatives Web site in 2007, Representative
Erik Paulsen wrote:
“Grow with China or be Left Out”
Creating a big and bold vision for
Minnesota and its relationship with
China means success for Minnesota
and our citizens in the 21st century
global economy. If we do it right, Minnesota is poised for opportunity and
growth. If we don’t do anything at all,
we risk being left behind.
With foresight and the right effort,
I believe that Minnesota is positioned
to have the strongest and most active
relationship with China of any state
in the nation.
The question of how we get there
is answered in a five point plan: teach
Mandarin Chinese in every high
school, host annual trade missions,
enhance Chinese investment in Minnesota, increase gross domestic product
exports to China, and create mutual
economic activity that outpaces other
states.
Chinese is the most widely spoken
language on the planet. There are 874
million native speakers of Chinese
as compared to 341 million of English. While China mandates English
instruction beginning in third grade,
only 50,000 American school children
study Chinese. The Minnesota Legislature took the first step this session
when it approved $250,000 to develop
a statewide articulated Mandarin Chinese curriculum in our schools. The
state should enhance this program so
that it is offered at every high school
in the state and incorporated into
elementary education as well.

Alice Seagren
When China Insight interviewed Commissioner Seagren recently, she pointed
out that the Committees that put together

a Mandarin Curriculum for MDE were
comprised of not only educators, but also
Minnesotan Mandarin speakers who had
immigrated from China and Taiwan. These
private citizens stepped up to the plate and
supported this initiative, volunteering their
time and expertise for the MDE and Minnesota’s student population.
Then in 2008, Melick reported, “The
biggest change is the number of new programs and new students studying Chinese
from last year to this year.” He was speaking
about 2007 to 2008. Since then and now in

2012, Minnesota has continued its phenomenal leadership in this area.
The China Insight Web site has a live
database that keeps track of the Mandarin language programs in Minnesota. All
organizations are invited to e-mail China
Insight with their updates on their programs.
Add your organization or make updates by
e-mailing us at webservices@chinainsight.
info. Our readers can keep current with the
Mandarin Initiative in Minnesota through
this site. Look how far Minnesota has come
in just seven years! 

Joan Brzezinski named executive
director of the University of
Minnesota’s China Center and
Confucius Institute
Joan Brzezinski has been named executive director of the University’s China
Center and Confucius Institute. Joan has
been the interim director of the China Center while serving in her permanent position
as director of the Confucius Institute. In
this new position as executive director, she
will oversee all projects and programming
within both the China Center and Confucius
Institute, including fundraising for China
initiatives and identifying opportunities to
expand the University system's relationships
in China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan.
Joan joined the China Center at the
University of Minnesota in 1997 and was
promoted to assistant director in 2003. In
2006, she coordinated the University’s
efforts to establish a Confucius Institute,
becoming its first director in 2008. Joan

has experience working in China and the
United States in a variety of positions in
tourism, travel marketing, and operations,
and as a business consultant to companies
working in China. She currently serves on
the advisory committee for the Center for
Advanced Research on Language Acquisition (CARLA), as a board member of the
US-China Peoples Friendship Association
Minnesota Chapter, and as an adviser for the
US-China Healthcare Information Exchange
(USCHIE). Joan graduated from Hamline
University with a bachelor’s degree in East
Asian history and a Master of International
Management degree from the University of
St. Thomas.
For more information visit the China
Center Web site
http://chinacenter.umn.edu. 
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Peony’s China Bistro:
Dinner (& Dim Sum) Sensation!

www.chinainsight.info

Peony’s Owner,
Nancy Feng

Reviewed by The China Insight Restaurant Review Committee

T

he China
Insight
Restaurant
Review Committee
recently enjoyed a
lovely Sunday evening dinner at Peony’s
China Bistro in Plymouth. The Committee
this month was: an IT
expert (a young professional bachelor who
loves to go out and eat – Chinese cuisine, of
course!), a medical doctor, an educational
administrator, and a China Insight staff writer. Our young professional also became our
photographer of the evening. The medical
doctor and the administrator have traveled
the globe and enjoyed a world of cuisine;
they are experienced gourmands and gourmets and subscribe to gourmet magazines.
As we drove up to Peony’s China Bistro,
we noticed that the free standing building
appeared to have been a Baker’s Square in
the past. The owner, Nancy Feng (she goes
by “Nancy”), graciously met us at the door.
Our waiter seated our group at a large round
table with a turn table in the middle – perfect
for our evening together of trying many
different items, from on and off the menu.
Nancy explained that she had remodeled the
restaurant, taking out walls and opening it
up for the traditional Chinese round tables
for families. There are also square tables,
and some comfy booths. The restaurant has
a clean and shiny look. The décor is like a
neighborhood Chinese restaurant with accessories from China, and red and black and
gold scheme throughout. Almost everyone
seated appeared to be Asian – a good sign.
On this Sunday night, there were families,
professionals, and mixed groups.
Although the décor looks like a typical
local Asian cafe, we were in for a fantastic
surprise in the dinner. We each ordered an
entrée and drinks. Nancy brought us samples
of Dim Sum appetizers and special-ordered
entrees that she wanted us to try as examples
of the best her kitchen has to offer. We were
delighted with our dinner! It was beautiful,
delicious, and elegantly presented. Nancy
and our server were charming and attentive.
The Dim Sum appetizers Nancy ordered
for us included plates of various dumplings,
shumai, and baozi. Peony’s Dim Sum is
served as a buffet on weekends with a single
charge as you walk in the door. Nancy said
that she saves on labor costs by not using
the manned traditional carts serving you
tableside. With the buffet, she is able to offer a set price. The gently steamed shrimp

Dim Sum appetizers (clockwise from top
left): Pork Baozi, Pork Shumai, Steamed
Shrimp Dumpling, and Chopped Chives
with Shrimp Steamed Dumplings

dumplings were fresh and light. Both the
pork shumai and the pork steamed dumplings were generous and delicious. Finally,
Nancy sent us Chopped Chives with Shrimp
Steamed Dumplings, noting that she prefers
healthy food, with less frying and no MSG
in her restaurant. There is also a regular
buffet, which includes sushi items (About
US$10/weekday lunch; about US$15/M-Sat
dinner; about US$12/ Sunday dinner). To-go
from the buffet is billed by the pound.

Chrysanthemum Sole
Nancy ordered two specialty dishes
from the chef for us to try. These are not on
the menu but are recommended for special
occasions. Chrysanthemum Sole or Walleye
(we had sole) was delicate, beautiful, and
lightly breaded with a tempura-like coating.
Each piece looks like a flower. The sauce is
dribbled over the flowers and the plate is
garnished with carrot flowers and cilantro.
The “flowers” melt in your mouth. We
marveled at the presentation and enjoyed
the light and delicate flavors.

Special Steamed Flowered Prong Shrimp
Nancy also ordered for us a Special
Steamed Flowered Prong Shrimp in a light
salt and pepper sauce (even lighter than
a lobster sauce). Each one was decorated
with a rice-flour breading on top and decorated with embedded colorful green and red
“flowers” made from green and red garnish
leaves. This too, was beautiful to the eye
and delicious-tasting for most of us. Our
IT bachelor gentleman noted what he called
a “slimy sauce”. When he learned that the
sauce is a lightly seasoned chicken broth, he
tried it again and felt better about it.

Chung King Chili Chicken

Eggplant with Garlic Sauce
We each ordered a dish from the menu
for a total of four choices. These included:
Chung King Chili Chicken, (US$11.50
noted with two red hot chili pepper symbols
on the menu and with the choice of bone-in
or boneless chicken - our gentleman ordered
it boneless but later wished he had ordered
bone-in); Spicy Basil Beef, (US$12.95 from
the Malaysian and Thai Cuisine section
with one red hot chili pepper); Eggplant
with Garlic Sauce, ($9.95 with one red hot
pepper and from the Vegetarian section);
Mongolian Beef (US$10.50 with one red
hot chili pepper). All dishes were presented
attractively on clean white platters of different shapes, and garnished with hand-carved
birds and flowers made from shaved carrots.
These garnishes were then accented with
crisp bright green sprigs of cilantro (also
called Chinese parsley).
Our China
Insight staffer
requested a
sample of the
bone-in Curry
Chicken Platter
(US$9.95 with
one hot chili
Hand-carved
pepper). This
garnish
was a way for
the table to try
bone-in chicken. Our entire group was impressed with the flavorful bone-in Chicken
Curry. Entrees served with the bone, such
as ribs, pork, chicken, and duck, always are
far more flavorful and worth the trouble of
eating off the bone, we all agreed.
At Peony’s you can have wine and beer
with your meal. Our table sipped drinks that
included white wine, Tsingtao beer, house
tea, hot water with lemon slices, and ice
water. Everyone enjoyed their choices of
drinks with the meal.
“I think they have a serious chef, here;
the dishes are so imaginative compared to
my neighborhood spot near where I live.
This is a destination. There is something
for everyone here,” commented one of our
diners.
The Mongolian Beef was exotic and
moist, and glazed with a zesty sauce. The
Basil Beef was not so exotic and a little dry
– kind of boring. The Curry Chicken was
“delicious and one cannot eat it without noticing the artistry and skill of the chef. Each
piece is cut clean and perfectly bite-sized.
The chicken is more flavorful, tender, and
juicy with the bone,” noted a Committee
member. The Chung King Chili Chicken
was spicy, as desired, and “goes great with
the Tsingtao beer”. The Eggplant with Garlic
Sauce was tangy and absolutely perfect;
most of our Committee had never tried this
dish, however, all fell completely in love
with it! Vegetarian can be fantastic! Both
chef specialty dishes (Chrysanthemum Sole
and Steamed Flowered Prong Shrimp) were

aesthetically amazing and yummy; as Nancy
suggests, these are wonderful special occasion entrees. The Dim Sum items were fresh
and generous in size; the Chopped Chives
with Shrimp Steamed Dumplings were the
most flavorsome and interesting of the four
that we sampled.
Peony’s China Bistro has been open
for about three years. The servers speak a
variety of languages, including Mandarin,
Cantonese, English, Vietnamese, and other
Asian dialects. Feel free to ask for dishes
that you desire
that are not
on the menu.
There is karaoke available
for parties and
Nancy is exploring featuring subdued
Basil Beef
live dinner
music. During
the buffet times, the menu is also available,
although it seems that some online reviewers
feel that at times the menu table service is
not up to par during the buffet times.
Our Committee feels that we could “eat
at Peony’s for months and never have the
same thing”. Judging by our experience,
we feel the menu is fresh, imaginative, reasonably priced, varied (“the menu is huge
– Thai and Malay choices included…”),
with both American and authentic choices.
Our younger gentleman expert said that “a
beer and buffet at Peony’s is perfect for the
single guy.”
The China Insight Committee felt our
visit was exquisite and the food was upscale, particularly for the price. The online
reviews, however, are somewhat varied. In
the beginning, it seems, there were lapses in
service and quality of food. Since then, these
negatives are fewer with most customers
leaving very satisfied.
Peony’s China Bistro is located at 4100
Vinewood Lane, Plymouth, MN, which is
the NE corner of 494 and Rockford Road.
Their phone number is (763) 519-8888;
their Web site is www.peonybistro.com;
and Nancy’s e-mail is peonybistro@gmail.
com. Nancy seems very attentive to her
customers’ compliments, complaints, and
suggestions. We had a stellar experience and
will all definitely return. If your experience
is not so, please let Nancy know! We also
suggest that for more adventuresome dining,
consult with Nancy. She is a good listener
and makes excellent suggestions. Thank
you, Nancy, for your wonderful hospitality!
If your restaurant would like a visit
from the China Insight Restaurant Review
Committee, please e-mail us your request
at info@chinainsight.info. China Insight
will send the Committee to your venue; we
will photograph and publish the story of
our visit. 
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Five Tips to Help Parents Prepare Kids
for Financial Success
By Brenda Fong, Wells Fargo Branch Manager

F

ar from the frugality and conservation that prevailed during the Great
Depression, kids these days focus
on spending, spending and more spending!
Even parents who aim to teach their children about finances through an allowance
may find their lessons overshadowed by
stronger messages from advertising or peers.
Unfortunately, the result is that by the time
they graduate from high school, most young
people know all about spending and very
little about saving or spending wisely.
Consider these facts:
• Students graduate with an average of
$23,186 in student loan debt and $4,100 in
credit card debt (FinAid.org and Sallie Mae)
• The number of 18- to 24-year-olds
declaring bankruptcy has increased 96 percent in 10 years. (Richmond Credit Abuse
Resistant Education (CARE) Program)
• Four in 10 high school seniors believe
that credit cards and car loans have lower interest rates than mortgage loans (Jump$tart
Coalition)
That’s why Wells Fargo focuses on helping students and families understand how
to save, invest, borrow and spend responsibility, and at an early age. We accomplish
this by providing educations resources to
individuals, schools and community groups.
These efforts will help young people take
an important first step in mastering their
financial ABCs.

Five Tips for Parents

account. The tools provided give parents
Parents play a crucial role in their chil- the chance to help their children track their
dren’s financial success later in life. Here savings, set goals and earn awards. For
teens, Wells Fargo offers a checking account
are five tips for parents from Wells Fargo:
1. Set Financial Goals — Have for ages 13 to 17 with an adult co-owner,
specifically designed to
children list all the
help parents teach their
things they want and
teenagers good money
the anticipated cost.
management skills.
Organize the list into
3. Pay a Modest
immediate, short-term
Allowance
— Though
and long-term goals.
these
challenging
finanCompare the cost with
cial
times
may
make
money on hand to help
paying
your
children
them see the connecan allowance difficult,
tion between saving
many financial advisors
and reaching goals.
view an allowance as
This helps them learn
an important tool for
about making choices,
children to learn and
setting priorities and
practice money mandistinguishing between
agement skills. Try a
needs and wants.
dollar a week for each
2. Open a Bank
year of the child’s age.
Account — Around
Or consider adding up
age 5, children begin to
what you spend on your
understand the process
Photo: Wikimedia Commons
child’s “wants” each
of managing money.
week
and
giving
the
child that amount to
It’s a good time to take them to a bank to
manage.
More
important
than the amount
open an interest-bearing savings account.
is
that
everyone
understands
the rules up
Teach them how to make deposits and
front
–
including
the
completion
of neceswithdrawals, keep an account register and
sary
chores
–
and
that
you
pay
the
allowance
balance the account. Some banks, including Wells Fargo, offer saving incentive consistently and on time. If your family
programs for children. Wells Fargo’s Junior finances change and adjustment to the allowAgent Saver Club is a program for children ance becomes necessary, it’s an additional
ages 5-12 who have a Wells Fargo savings learning opportunity for your child.

4. Make a Plan for Spending, Saving
and Giving — Encourage children to
divide their allowance and any additional
earnings three ways: a fund for spending,
a fund for saving, and a fund for giving to
charity. Letting children spend some of
the money helps them learn how quickly
it can disappear unnoticed if they don’t
track their spending. Allowing them to
choose a charitable organization in which
to contribute helps build passion for the
community and compassion for those who
are less fortunate.
5. Use Free Resources — There are
many free and reputable places where you
can find more helpful guidance to teach
children about saving and finances. These
include Hands on Banking®, a parenttested, parent-approved program available
free at handsonbanking.org; Wells Fargo’s
children’s financial success resource center
at www.wellsfargo.com/resource_center/
childsfuture; and your public library, which
likely has a number of good books on the
topic.
Parents should ask their banker for more
ideas and advice. Their child’s long-term
financial security is at stake. By starting
early, they can help their child develop good
financial habits that will last a lifetime. 
Brenda Fong is Branch Manger for Wells
Fargo in Richfield, Minn. To reach her, call
612-316-3208 or e-mail Brenda.M.Fong@
wellsfargo.com.

China: The case for change on the road to 2030
New research report calls for a shift of China’s development and growth model
BEIJING February 27, 2012 - China
should complete its transition to a market
economy -- through enterprise, land, labor,
and financial sector reforms -- strengthen its
private sector, open its markets to greater
competition and innovation, and ensure
equality of opportunity to help achieve its
goal of a new structure for economic growth.
These are some of the key findings of
a joint research report by a team from the
World Bank and the Development Research
Center of China’s State Council, which
lays out the case for a new development
strategy for China to rebalance the role of
government and market, private sector and
society, to reach the goal of a high income
country by 2030.
The report, “China 2030: Building a
Modern, Harmonious, and Creative HighIncome Society”, recommends steps to deal
with the risks facing China over the next 20
years, including the risk of a hard landing in
the short term, as well as challenges posed
by an ageing and shrinking workforce, rising inequality, environmental stresses, and
external imbalances.
“China’s leaders have recognized that
the country’s growth model, which has been
so successful for the past 30 years, will need
to be changed to accommodate new challenges,” said World Bank Group President
Robert B. Zoellick.
“The case for reform is compelling
because China has now reached a turning
point in its development path. Managing the
transition from a middle income to a high-

income country will prove challenging;
add to this a global environment that will
likely remain uncertain and volatile for the
foreseeable future and the need for change
assumes even greater importance.”
“China has an opportunity to avoid the
middle-income trap, promote inclusive
growth, without further intruding on the
environment, and continue its progress towards becoming a responsible stakeholder
in the international economy,” he said.
The report lays out six strategic directions for China’s future: completing the
transition to a market economy; accelerating
the pace of open innovation; going “green”
to transform environmental stresses into
green growth as a driver for development;
expanding opportunities and services such
as health, education and access to jobs for all
people; modernizing and strengthening its
domestic fiscal system; and seeking mutually beneficial relations with the world by
connecting China’s structural reforms to the
changing international economy.
“Central to the report’s findings is the
need for China to modernize its domestic
financial base and move to a public financial
system-- at all levels of government -- that’s
transparent and accountable, overseen by
fewer but stronger institutions, to help fund
a changing economic, environmental, and
social agenda,” Zoellick said.
“The reform agenda, with a stronger and
more flexible financial sector, the promotion
of innovation, and green growth as drivers of
development, can lead to opportunities for

creating new jobs and additional productivity within China as well as new opportunities for foreign firms.”
There is growing recognition, supported
by the findings of the research report, that
China’s growth will decline gradually in
the years leading to 2030 as China reaches
the limits of growth brought about by current technologies in its current economic
structure. The report advocates Chinese
policymakers should shift from a focus entirely on the quantity of growth to include
the quality of growth as well.
The report makes the case for the
government to redefine its role -- to focus
more on systems, rules and laws -- to boost
efficient production, promote competition,
and reduce risks. It recommends redefining
the roles of state-owned enterprises and
breaking up monopolies in certain industries, diversifying ownership, lowering entry
barriers to private firms, and easing access
to finance for small and medium enterprises.
Reforms should include commercializing the banking system, gradually removing
interest rate controls, deepening the capital
market and further developing independent
and strong regulatory bodies to support the
eventual integration of China’s financial
sector within the global financial system.
Financial reforms in the next two decades
should be decisive, comprehensive and well
coordinated, following a properly sequenced
roadmap. A priority is to liberalize interest
rates according to market principles.
On land reform, priority should be

accorded to protect farmers’ rights over
agricultural land, expanding land registration and rental rights. To assist with labor
reforms, changes in the residency permit
system – the hukou – are a priority. While
progress on hukou reforms will depend on
fiscal reforms that balance revenue raising
and spending authorities across different
levels of government, it should begin and
be completed by 2030.
To accelerate the pace of innovation,
the report advocates greater efforts to build
countrywide research networks, steps to
improve the quality of tertiary education and
links with global networks, supported by a
stronger rule of law and intellectual property
rights enforcement. It says such an open innovation system would be a prerequisite to
benefit fully from global innovation links.
For China to advance the “going green”
development agenda, it will need to look at
long term market incentives to encourage
enterprises and households to go green. This
should include more public investments, and
the better design and enforcement of regulations to complement market incentives, such
as taxes, fees, tradable permits and quotas,
and eco-labeling. China can establish
itself as a global green technology leader
by implementing stringent and effective
policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Stringent emissions reduction policies, such
as carbon trading or carbon taxes, could spur
innovation in green technologies.

Change continues on Page 14
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Performance
exposing China’s
labor practices is
exposed for major
lies
By Anthony James, Staff Writer
Mike Daisey doesn’t claim to be an expert on China. The writer and actor has stated publicly that he doesn’t have extensive
knowledge of Chinese customs or culture.
But Mike is a Mac Head, a self-proclaimed
aficionado of Apple products. In his one
man show: The Agony and Ecstasy of Steve
Jobs, Mike recalls his trip to China, visiting
the factories that make his beloved gadgets,
and recounting the first hand accounts of
poor labor practices. The principle factory
he visits in the show was the well-known
Foxconn factory in Shenzhen, China. Most
Americans would remember Foxconn from
a few years ago when a story broke over
western news that the factory installed net
to decrease a rash of suicides that occurred
by its workers that year. In Mike’s show, he
builds an emotional story of how he met numerous Foxconn workers and illegal union
workers; hundreds that were underage; poisoned by handling N-hexane; and crippled
from putting together iPods and iPads. In
minutes, he paints a picture of how one of
the most profitable companies in the world,
Apple, allows abysmal labor practices to
continue in China all the while hoping the
oblivious consumer never finds out.
Daisey, a talented and well-known theatre performer, quickly found traction with
his one-man show. After his performance
was broadcast over NPR’s “This American
Life”, it became the series’ most popular episode. The performances were sold out across
the country, the script has been downloaded
thousands of times for others to freely use
in their own productions. To many critics
it was easy to see why Mike’s monologue
was so popular; it was skillfully written
and performed to evoke pathos. In it lied
the premonition that though he only caught
a glimpse of factory life in China, such
atrocities were normal practice for workers.
It was after the show’s popularity that
the NPR decided to look closer into Daisey’s
facts, and with little digging it soon became
clear to “This American Life” producers that
major falsities were imbedded within the
story. Though many of these fabrications or
exaggerations seem a bit trivial, they don’t
live up to journalistic standards as being
factual. Aside from embellishing numbers
in order to authenticate his experience, falsifications found seemed to exploit major
stereotypes of Chinese people—fabrications
that usually are hard to spot unless reads up
on Chinese culture or actually visits China:
• In his monologue Mike admits that he exaggerated his claim to the number of illegal
union workers he spoke with and the amount
of factories he visited. What was thought to
be 25 to 30 workers was more like 2 to 5.
Factories visited, which originally was 10
was more like 5.
• Mike claims there were armed security
guards at the factories. Any visitor to China
would know only military personnel are
lawfully armed.

• Mike claims that he spoke with workers who were poisoned by N-hexane. He
admits now that he never met such a person
in Shenzhen.
• Mike claims he saw dorm rooms where
the workers lived and met workers with
repetitive motion injuries. His interpreter
denies either of these events occurred.
• Mike claims that he talked to 12-, 13-,
and 14-year-olds who were working at the
Foxconn factories. His interpreter denies
that any of them were that young.
One might find that listening to Mike
Daisey being confronted with each of these
discrepancies on national radio might be tad
difficult. Each request for clarification was
met with a long silence; for one who graces
the stage with such style and finesse, Mike
struggled to find an answer that neither condemned his actions nor lacked dishonesty. In
the media reports that followed he was quick
to claim that though he took artistic liberty
in forming his story, there are real truths to
what his performance is based upon. Many
journalists and experts in China agree with
this statement, but without some sort of
disclaimer at the beginning of Mike Daisey’s
show the honesty of his monologue quickly
becomes clouded by his steady carelessness
with facts.
One thing that could garnered from the
show and eventual upheaval, it got a lot
of people to reexamine what was really
true about China. There are labor malpractices that have been exposed in China, but
some, which might seem very common,
are actually rare events. In an audit Apple
conducted in 2010, they found 10 facilities
where 91 underage workers were hired.
This might seem like a significant number,
but is quite small compared to the hundreds
of thousands of workers employed. There
was an isolated incident reported in 2009
of factory workers who were exposed to
N-hexane. This did not occur at Foxconn
and was not in Shenzhen. This is not to say
there are not grueling conditions that the
workers face every day. In an investigative
series by Charles Duhiggs of the New York
Times, translators talked to hundreds of
workers who noted that there are continual
12 hour shifts, backless chairs or assembly
work that is done while the building is being
constructed. There are also reports of workers living 12 to 30 in a single apartment.
In conclusion Duhiggs noted to NPR
that, no, Chinese factory workers do not
share the same working and labor standards
as U.S. workers, but to hold the current
situation in China to U.S. practices is not
exactly the right way to look at the issue.
There are cultural and economic factors that
are in play within the situation, and while it
is important to create awareness of what is
going on, having a man who neither understands Chinese labor practices nor Chinese

Labor continues on Page 13
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cent to US$17 million), also performed well.
 The state’s international sales of mineral fuel/oil products performed strongly,
increasing by 53 percent to US$120 million. Canada represents virtually the entire
market for these products (US$118 million).
 Minnesota exports of iron ores were
valued at US$110 million, representing
a boost of 52 percent between the fourth
quarters of 2010 and 2011. Canada (US$73
million) and China (US$37 million) were
the principal buyers, but China was the main
contributor to growth, with sales jumping
from US$0 to US$37 million during this
period.
 The strong export gains in the above
industries helped offset export losses in
other industries, such as in miscellaneous
grains (down US$55 million to US$58 million), machinery (down US$48 million to
US$988 million) and vehicles (down US$45
million to US$445 million).
 The main contributing products to
the drop in state exports of machinery

were computer parts (down 13 percent to
US$165 million, due to decreased demand
across multiple markets) and office machine
parts (down 53 percent to US$67 million,
primarily due to sharp declines in demand
from Thailand and Malaysia).
 The top three markets for optic and
medical instruments in the fourth quarter of
2011 were China (US$105 million), Japan
(US$78 million) and Belgium (US$61 million), with the former dominant market,
Ireland (US$47 million), dropping to sixthlargest. While overall exports of these products dropped 3 percent (including to major
markets such as China, Ireland, Belgium and
the Netherlands), a bright spot was South
Korea, where optics and medical exports
jumped 75 percent to US$46 million.
 The overall 9 percent drop in exports
of vehicles resulted from steep declines
in demand for trucks (down 54 percent to
US$54 million) and public transportation
vehicles (down 86 percent to US$14 million) – with trends in both of these products
heavily influenced by weaker demand in
Canada. However, a highlight was the
growth in sales of snowmobiles (up 52
percent to US$132 million, due to increased
sales to Canada and Finland). 

Minnesota Quarterly Export Statistics is prepared for the Minnesota Trade Office (MTO)
by the Department of Employment and Economic Development’s (DEED) Analysis and Evaluation Office (Thu-Mai Ho-Kim, 651-259-7180). All reports are available on the DEED website on the Export Statistics page (www.PositivelyMinnesota.com/Data_Publications/Data/
Export_Statistics/index.aspx).
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Top sports stories in China in the past
10 years
By Anthony James, Staff Writer
You probably didn’t notice the ripple
effect which Chinese athletes were experiencing in the last decade. The initial drop
occurred in the mid-90’s: China’s strict
regulations towards competitive ownership
by the government were becoming more
relaxed. Athlete’s who initially had little say
on their training were allowed more freedom
to choose their coaches and teammates. One
might suggest these rules were in response
to the economic and social climate, China
was no longer a society that was behind the
times, the booming exposure to information and sustainable income arose a new
generation of smarter, opportunistic athletes.
While there were plenty of Chinese athletes
that succeeded before, the past ten years
marked some great stories of competitive
success in China for both the country and
the individual.

and 200-meter sprints. China would not
leave without its own accomplishments.
With a total of 51 gold medals, China’s
athletes took first place more than any other
country that year. In all, China would come
in second to the United States with a total
medal count of 100.

is compelling to see what the next decade
has in store for her. Seeded in sixth place,
Li Na came up from being an underdog to
becoming the star of the French Open in the
singles category by taking her first Grand
Slam and becoming the first Asian athlete
to take the coveted tennis title. As a sport
rarely watch regularly by most Chinese,
Li Na’s rocketing to celebrity status just
behind Yao Ming renewed interest in tennis
in a country that is more inclined to watch
soccer or basketball.

Yao Ming

Yao Ming was not the first Chinese to
be drafted into the NBA. He has not won as
many international medals as other noted
Chinese athletes in this article. But with the
unrivalled celebrity status in China and as
perhaps one of the most recognizable Chinese in the world, Yao Ming was certainly
on the top of China’s sports stories in the
past decade.
Liu Xiang
Liu Xiang quickly became a pop icon.
His popularity landed him within a huge
bidding war between advertisers. Though
generally a low profile character, his face
was seen across billboards and commercials
across China. He became a spokesperson
for international brands such as Nike, Coca
Cola and Cadillac.

2008 Summer Olympics

Shen Xue and Zhao Hongbo
The National Stadium, known colloquially
as the Bird's Nest, in Beijing, China. The
stadium was designed for use throughout the
2008 Summer Olympics and Paralympics.
[All photos from Wikimedia Commons]
Undoubtedly, the most significant national achievement in China’s past decade
was the hosting of 2008 Summer Olympics
in Beijing. The highly-anticipated celebration of competition, culture, and technology,
the event was regarded as evidence that China was quickly becoming one of the most
dominant economies in the world. While
many critics pointed out various human
rights violations committed by the Chinese
government, the Olympic committee noted
that hosting the Olympics would put a spotlight on social and economics issues within
China and encourage collaboration and
improvement in the fast-growing country.
Long before the opening ceremonies
Beijing underwent huge changes to prepare for the thousands of visitors. Reuters
reported an equivalent of US$40 billion
was spent on the games, which made the
2008 Games the costliest Olympic event
by a wide margin. World-renowned architects from around the world bid to design
the Olympic venues. New technology was
implemented across the city to ease traffic,
pollution and provide state-of-the-art facilities for the competitors.
For the opening ceremony, notorious
film director Zhang Yimou planned one of
the most memorable opening ceremonies to
date which included thousands of performers and giant moving set pieces. The games
themselves had many highlights: U.S.
swimmer Michael Phelps would take the
record of most gold medals won in a single
Olympics at eight, Jamaican runner Usain
Bolt would gain an international prominence
when he placed first in both the 100-meter

Li Na

Honorable Mentions

Yao Ming
Yao would help bring the Houston
Rockets to 4 NBA playoffs and make the
NBA All-Star game eight times. Off of the
court, Yao would become one of the most
recognizable Chinese athletes in the world,
garnering thousands of new fans of the sport
in China and across Asia. Yao Ming was a
dominant presence on the court. At 7 feet 6
inches, he is the tallest person to have played
in the NBA. Yao also successfully led the
Chinese national team to a gold medal in the
FIBA Asia Championship.
Some critics were unsure of how Yao
would succeed in the United States when he
was drafted in 2002, but he quickly proved
them wrong by becoming a component to
Houston’s success as a team. Yao Ming’s
success as an Asian NBA player may be
overshadowed by athletes to come, but he
is certainly a milestone for future athletes
in China.

Liu Xiang

Though not as tall as the 7-foot-6 star,
Liu Xiang’s iconic dominance as a Chinese
athlete puts him on par with Yao Ming.
Surprising almost everybody watching the
2004 Olympic Games in Athens, hurdler Liu
Xiang took home first place in the 110-meter
hurdles. This would be the first gold medal
for China in the track and field category,
and would propel Liu to folk hero status in
his home country. Liu would go on to gain
a sort of “triple crown” in athletic events:
becoming world record holder and world
champion in addition to his Olympic gold.

Shen Xue and Zhao Hongbo
Shen Xue and and Zhao Hongbo were
internationally well known in the pairs event
of figure skating. Since 2001, they've placed
first in the World Championship finals
three times: 2002, 2003, and 2007. Their
success was significant since the sport was
rarely represented by an Asian pair and the
Olympic pairs event was heavily dominated
by Russia. In 2010, Shen and Zaho would
make history by beating the favored U.S.,
Canadian and Russian pairs to take home
China’s first figure skating gold medal in
an Olympic event. Under the ISU judging
system, Shen Xue and Zhao Hongbo have
claimed a world record in the pair’s score
in the short program. Both Shen and Zhao
retired from skating in 2010.

There certainly are athletes that have flown under
the radar or have appeared
unexpectedly that have not
made this list. Speed skater
Wang Meng is currently China
highest medal winner in the
winter Olympics and holds 2
World Championships. Wan
Wang
Yue, a world renowned chess
Meng
player, is ranked 11th in the
world and in 2007 became the first Chinese
to cross the 2700 rating. Hou Yifan set a
world record of the youngest World Chess
Champion in 2010. Again in 2010, Ed
Wang became first full blooded Chinese to
be drafted into the NFL. While there were
many accomplishments in the past ten years,
few stories live on their own within the decade. The anticipation of athletes such Li Na
and Wang Meng may soon break headlines
this year, or the next.

Li Na

It is hard to place Li Na near the bottom
of any sports list since her achievements in
tennis were not only a first for China but for
Asia; but since this occurred just last year it

Hou Yifan
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By Li Wuzhou, China Today
The terracotta warriors and horses of
Qinshihuang's mausoleum have been drawing the world's attention since they were first
unearthed in 1974. Hailed by French President Jacques Chirac as "the eighth wonder
of the world," they are also considered to be
one of the most significant archaeological
finds of the 20th century.
Qinshihuang became the first emperor of
China in 221 BC when he founded the first
unified state in Chinese history. Like most
ancient rulers, the despot was obsessed with
the construction of his final resting place.
He put nearly 800,000 people to work on
his enormous mausoleum; almost eight
times more than those who were engaged
in the construction of the Great Pyramid
of Giza. The mausoleum covers an area of
[22.5 square miles] – 78 times the size of the
Forbidden City. To date three underground
pits have been discovered [0.93 miles] east
of the grave mound, filled with 8,000 lifesize terracotta warriors and horses made to
protect the emperor in the afterlife.
However, after being buried for more
than 2,000 years, the terracotta army was
badly damaged when discovered, and exposure to air caused further deterioration.
Over the past few decades Chinese archeologists and scientists have been groping
for methods and techniques to repair and
protect these shattered clay figures. Collaborative research in the field has been
launched between the Museum of the Terracotta Warriors and Horses of Qinshihuang
and relevant institutions in countries such as
Germany, UK and Belgium.
In the process of restoring 2,000-plus
terracotta warriors and horses, as well
as some bronze chariots, the museum of
Qinshihuang's mausoleum has developed
a raft of advanced techniques, including
those to prevent mildew and retain colors.
Its staff members have carried out dozens
of research projects on cultural relic preservation and have drawn up seven standards
and regulations in the realm, winning the
museum two national science and technology awards.

Reconstructing the Bronze Chariots

During the 2010 Shanghai World Expo,
a 2,200-year-old bronze chariot was displayed in the China Pavilion. The work,
known as No.1 Qin Mausoleum Bronze
Chariot, is lauded as the crown of bronze
wares. The two-wheeled vehicle supposed
to be drawn by four horses is painted with
elegant patterns, decorated with more than
1,000 glittering gold and silver ornaments
and carries a complete set of leather harnesses. The bronze is a copy of real chariot
down to the tiniest details, including the 30
spokes on the bronze wheels that spread
force from the chariot's immense weight
along the wheel rims. It is one of the two
chariots unearthed near Qinshihuang's mausoleum in 1980 that are believed to be replicas of the personal carriage of the emperor.
On their discovery, the two chariots
were in more than 3,000 fragments, rusted
and bent out of shape. After intense study
of the materials and shapes of these shreds
that were scattered in disorder, archeologists worked out the structure of the vehicle
and relative positions of the shreds. To
piece these bronze fragments together,
scientists conducted a series of simulation
experiments to select the most effective and
minimally invasive techniques, combining bonding and welding with mechanical

on Qinshihuang's terracotta army. The techniques it produced were also applied at other
sites in China, such as the tomb of Princess
Yongtai and the ruins of the Daming Palace
of the Tang Dynasty (618 – 907).

How to Best Preserve Relics

Chinese archeologists and scientists have been groping for methods and techniques to
repair and protect the terracotta army. [Photo: China Daily]
methods. Eventually the two chariots were
successfully restored.

Color Preservation

At Pit 1's excavation site workers
sprayed a liquid over unearthed fragments
and wrapped some in plastic film. These
are two of the color preservation techniques
developed by the museum of Qinshihuang's
mausoleum to minimize the effects of
changes in humidity.
The terracotta warriors and horses were
all originally painted with colors from top
to bottom. But water and salt erosion underground for more than 2,000 years had
stripped much of the pigments off them
when they were retrieved. Many didn't
bear any traces of colors at all. In 1998 for
the first time eight well-preserved painted
pottery figurines were detected in Pit 2, but
it was not until March 2003 that they were
eventually excavated. During this extended
period scientists measured every step with
the utmost care, and contrived creative
techniques to save the fragile color coating.
It is the unique painting process used
during the Qin Dynasty that makes preservation of the terracotta works so difficult.
Researchers at the museum found that
when terracotta warriors and horses were
made they were first brushed with a layer of
natural resin, then painted with an organic
solvent mixed with mineral pigments. After
being buried for 2,000 years, both the paints
and resin were ageing and prone to peel off
at the slightest touch.
To retain the resin layer in the first place
archeologists resorted to delicate medical
instruments instead of traditional cleaning
tools, and strictly controlled the moisture
level during the whole digging and cleaning
process. Proven to be highly effective, these
methods went on to be applied to preserve
painted pottery figurines in other sites, such
as the tomb of Emperor Jingdi of the Han
Dynasty (206 BC - AD 220), and came second in the contest for the National Prize for
Progress in Science and Technology in 2004.
So far, the State Administration of Cultural
Heritage has established three scientific
research bases for cultural relic protection
nationwide, and the one specializing in
painted pottery is located in the museum of
Qinshihuang's mausoleum.

Mildew Prevention

Once opened up, the cellars contain-

ing the terracotta army are susceptible to
mildew, which can severely damage the
pottery figurines as chemicals produced
through metabolic processes react with the
clay surface and surrounding earth. The
prevention of mildew from growing on the
painted terracotta is particularly challenging
due to the paint's extreme sensitivity to air
humidity.
In 2000, the Museum of the Terracotta
Warriors and Horses of Qinshihuang and
Belgian company Janssen Pharmaceutica,
a world leader in the research and development of antifungal products, signed a
cooperative agreement on mildew prevention for the site of terracotta figurines and
related cultural relics. In addition to an
investment of more than RMB 2 million,
Janssen Pharmaceutica and its Chinese
joint venture Xi'an-Janssen Pharmaceutical Ltd. trained three Chinese technicians
in microorganism research to support the
project, and built China's only laboratory
to prevent the damage of cultural relics by
microorganisms in 2001.
The research project effectively controlled and eliminated the growth of mildew

Labor continues from Page 11

culture help other Americans form opinions
on China might not be very beneficial for
either side.
Daisey’s whole premise is to reveal a
worldview that unless American consumers
do something, China’s factory workers will
suffer from our constant demand for cell
phones and iPads. Business experts don’t
quite agree with that viewpoint. Yes, it is
important to understand how one’s buying
practices can have a positive or negative effect on those living in less developed parts of
the world. But to form some sort of opinion
without garnering the complete truth would
prove harmful in knowing how to act. There
are illegal practices and workers who are
marginalized by some factories in China,
but while the government and Chinese activists have made serious headway, stories
that make their way to the United States
usually focus on the most heart-wrenching
incidents; incidents which occur very rarely.
While there are many who are continually
fighting in China for labor and consumer
rights, the Agony and Ecstasy of Steve Job’s
reductive story-telling jades a very complex
situation. 

"Nothing in this world can be preserved
forever; preservation merely prolongs
the existence of cultural relics," says Wu
Yongqi, curator of the museum of Qinshihuang's mausoleum.
The self-styled "Keeper of Qinshihuang's Mausoleum," Wu has spent more
than 40 years in Shaanxi Province studying and preserving the mausoleum and its
terracotta figures. According to Wu, the
best thing that can be done currently for
underground antiques is to leave them in
the place where they are discovered, if
practical. When first buried, objects and
their surroundings change dramatically,
but as the available oxygen is consumed
their state becomes stable. However, once
cultural relics are unearthed, they undergo
another abrupt change in conditions and this
stability is lost.
"I imagine that some day technology will
allow us to examine the mausoleum and its
contents without disturbing them," says Wu,
who is currently working on a 3-D virtual
museum so that people can visit the site
online. Yet Wu's museum plans to open more
sections of the museum up to the public. […
A] cellar containing terracotta entertainers
will be accessible to visitors for the first
time, and, after a second excavation, the
pit containing pottery sculptures of civilian
officials will soon be on display. This will
be followed by the opening of exhibition
halls dedicated to stone armor and bronze
chariots. "We should make use of cultural
relics," says Wu. "If we restore them only
to hide them away in a warehouse they will
have no effect on social progress." 
Editor’s Note: One of the activities
planned at the upcoming A Passage to China
at Mall of America is the painting of terra
cotta soldiers so look for this table if you
plan on attending Passage on April 21 or 22.
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By Kent Clark, China Correspondent

A variety of modern chops
As countless books, Web sites, and blogs
will tell you, China has a long and storied
past that goes back some 5,000 years. They
will also tell you one of China’s defining
characteristics is the multitude of traditions its people have developed, and many
of those traditions are still prevalent today.
To wit, specially engraved chops were
around in the times of emperors as a way
to notarize official documents. Chops still
play an important role in day to day business
and government operations, although they
have morphed into plastic stamps. (I am
really bummed that our company is forced
to use boring plastic stamps. I want to have
my company stamp be made of bronze and
sculpted into a snarling dragon. When you
push its tail, it could even breathe fire. Or
Pez.)
There are four stamps that each company
needs to have—and when I say needs to

have, I mean NEEDS TO HAVE. Without
your stamps, you cannot sign contracts or
give receipts to customers, and even withdrawing money from the bank can become a
complex feat. These four stamps consist of a
circular company stamp (the primary stamp
used for contracts and most government
paperwork), a square finance stamp (used
for tax purposes and needed if you want to
physically withdraw money from the bank),
an oval receipt stamp (needed to purchase
official receipts from the tax bureau and
used on each receipt that a company will
give out), and a “fa ren”(法人) stamp. The”
fa ren” is the person whose name is listed
on all company documents and is the person
that is legally responsible for the company’s
actions, regardless of their role in committing any infractions.
We lost our stamps. The gory details
aren’t worth repeating, but suffice to say

China’s National People’s Congress
concludes with varying versions of
the Party’s future
Continues from Page 2

nected. One measure of inequality called the Gini coefficient puts
China’s gap between the rich and
poor on par with Swaziland —
surpassing levels associated with
social strife.
A World Bank report that
came out prior to the NPC underscored how dire the need is,
saying China requires a “fundamental shift” in the country’s
priorities, shutting off the spigot
Journalists wait in queues to enter the Great Hall of the of cheap loans to state-run corPeople in Beijing, capital of China, March 14, 2012. porations.
So when will we actually see
[Xinhua/Wang Jianhua]
these and other needed reforms?
mier Wen Jiabao said that political reform
Don’t hold your breath, even if October
was “urgent,” warning in a dire key that does bring a liberal-minded freshman class
another Cultural Revolution could happen to Beijing.
if the “new problems that have cropped up
Because of the time it takes to secure
in China’s society” are not “fundamentally their power in the government, professor
resolved.”
Zweig says we won’t know where the Xi
Economically, the signs are clear that too Jinping and the next generation of leaders
many of the benefits of China’s scorching truly stand “for at least three years.” 
growth have flowed to the politically con-

that getting them back was an arduous
journey. After putting the mandatory ad in
the newspaper announcing our negligence
to see if anyone had seen our stamps (all
four of them…ugh), there was a small forest’s worth of paper work to file with the
police bureau to prove that we truly lost
the stamps and weren’t just doing this for
snickers and giggles, thumbprints to prove
investors’ identities, and signatures for the
police bureau, the business bureau, and the
tax bureau. We eventually got new stamps,
but it brought up a dilemma that I find myself facing more and more.
Strictly speaking in terms of doing business in China, there are two ways to get
things done: follow the rules, or do what
everyone else is doing. That isn’t to say
that every other company is doing things
illegally, but other small business owners in
my position may not have done things the
way I did them. The first thing they would
have probably done is immediately fire the
person who lost the stamps. After that rant
finished, they would dig up paper work
with copies of their original stamps and
take them to one of the street corner shops
that could make an excellent reproduction
of the engraved portion of the stamp. The
stamp as a whole would look nothing like
an official stamp. It would then be business
as usual until any changes were absolutely
necessary. I contemplated going this route,
but ultimately went with following the
rules. Reason being: I am not Chinese. In
my mind, all I can see is a stern government official calling me into a dimly lit
backroom to discuss our company’s “stamp
situation”. There most likely wouldn’t have
been a problem using non-official stamps
for a while, but as a foreigner it is crucial
to remember that I don’t fully comprehend
the rules of this game.
While one can observe and understand

how things work here, it is difficult to learn
the intuitive understanding of where the
rules can be bent and where they can’t.
There is a Web site called China Law Blog
(www.chinalawblog.com) that has lots of
resources and current, useful content on
the leg work it takes for foreign companies
to set up shop in China. One of the things
they stress is to do things the way they are
supposed to be done, especially when first
establishing the business. Their reasoning
is that going another way may lead to harsh
fines and penalties, as well as anything else
an inspection of the company may find. I
think this is sage advice. However, it might
not be the way their local competition is
going about it. The rules are too strict, the
paperwork too much, and the inefficiency
too great. Chinese people know China better
than foreigners ever can. They know which
corners can be cut and which need to be gone
around, which is yet another tradition in a
country full of them. 

Chinese chop and ink
[Photo: Wikimedia Commons]

Change continues from Page 10
To reverse rising inequality, the report
says China will need to focus on a social
protection system appropriate for China in
2030, with a special emphasis on the poor. It
lays out the case for “flexicurity”. This can
include reforms in pension and unemployment systems so workers have reasonable
support in their old age or when jobless.
This can ensure comprehensive coverage
of pension insurance, especially for rural
people and migrant workers in cities. The
report also warns that extending the current
level of urban services and social protection
to rural residents and migrants -- well over
half the population -- will pose a significant
fiscal burden and should be implemented
prudently.
To fund China’s priorities in the decades
ahead, and to deal with external shocks,
the report calls for further fiscal system reforms. These should include improving the
efficiency of raising revenue and changing
fiscal relations between different levels of
government as well as strengthening the efficiency of public spending. There is untapped
potential for revenues through higher taxes
on energy consumption, taking dividends
from state-owned enterprises, and levying
taxes on personal incomes, motor vehicles,
and property.

The report proposes a sequencing of
reforms, as well as quick wins and actions to
address short term risks. Support for reforms
will be stronger if the plans are based on full
participation throughout all levels of society.
The biggest risk is that vested interests will
try to thwart reforms.
As a key stakeholder on the global
economy, China can consider how its structural reforms relate to rebalancing changes
globally. China should support free trade
and back a multilateral agreement on investment. China’s long-term interests lie in
global free trade and a stable and efficient
international financial and monetary system,
relying on multilateral frameworks to help
shape the global governance agenda.
China’s growing weight in world trade,
the size of its economy and its role as the
world’s largest creditor will make the internationalization of China’s renminbi inevitable. Acceptance of the RMB as a major
global reserve currency will depend on the
pace and success of financial sector reforms
and opening of its external capital accounts.
For the full report and more information,
visit: www.worldbank.org/china 
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Veggie might
Vegetarian trends build on venerable Chinese traditions
By Wang Yuan, China Daily

Vegetarian diets have been becoming popular in China in recent years.
[Photos provided to China Daily]

F

rom the moment you enter, you feel that this is going to be a different kind of
restaurant. The green gate at the entrance, the wooden tables in the siheyuan,
or courtyard house, and the traditional Chinese decorations whisper one word:
Confucius.
This is Baihe vegetarian restaurant, in a small hutong, or alleyway in the Dongzhimen
district of Beijing. Customers at the restaurant, opened 10 years ago, come from all walks
of life, whether they are vegetarians or the most inveterate meat eaters.
A seal-like print on one table shows that one satisfied guest here was the Egyptian
ambassador to China, hinting at the international appeal of vegetarian food.
Where Confucius
fits into all of this is
the fact that much
of what goes on in
Baihe is infused with
the spirit of the sage.
That applies not only
to the food and beverages on the table
but to teachings that
are passed on to staff
each day by Baihe's
manager, Xu Yefeng.
He teaches his employees to read Confucian classics such
as the Four Books:
The Analects of Confucius, Mencius, The
Great Learning and
The Doctrine of the
Mean.
"Every morning
before work, we present incense to Confucius' portrait," Xu
says.
"It's a bit like a
way of life for us." A vegetarian restaurant is more like a teahouse where customers
Then they begin
can read books and spend hours chatting with friends.
their morning reading. Customers, too,
are given the opportunity to lap up wisdom and knowledge in the restaurant. Adding to
the sedate, homely atmosphere, its windows are lined with books about Chinese culture
and history.
But Baihe is just one of dozens of vegetarian restaurants that have opened up around
China in recent years, by tapping on the appeal of eschewing animal products and following a modern trend in the West. These in turn build on a long history of vegetarianism in
the country.
The latest resurgence in the diet may well have been given a push by a claim from
some environmentalists that if everyone stopped eating meat, global warming would be
reduced 8 percent.
Whether that claim is true or not is probably a moot point for Xu, who says that, for

many Chinese vegetarians, it is about "following a kind of diet that brings harmony between nature and humankind. In being vegetarian you express your attitude to life.... Most
(non-vegetarian restaurants) are preoccupied with making money. The food here is about
a way of thinking or philosophy ... a mild and healthy way of living".
Apart from food, Chinese vegetarian restaurants like Baihe also sell organic products.
There are estimated to be about 90 vegetarian restaurants in Beijing and about 20 in
Shanghai, and most have opened in the past 10 years.
In many of those restaurants, it is not only animal, egg and milk products that are
anathema; if you are thinking about washing down that hot vegetarian pie with a glass or
two of fine wine, forget it - they ban alcohol and smoking.
If that all sounds
a little too straightlaced, many of these
establishments in
fact have a laid back
feel about them, being more like cafés
or teahouses where,
besides eating, you
can read books and
spend hours chatting
with friends.
The Chinese vegetarian tradition dates
back to the Spring and
Autumn Period (770476 BC), when such
food was eaten in the
days leading up to
important ceremonies
in which sacrificial
offerings were made.
It was believed that
such a diet "cleansed
the body and purified
the mind".
As Buddhism and
Taoism spread following a period in
The food here touches on the philosophical.
which nature-oriented
diet held sway, vegetarian food became more popular. Vegetarian food was particularly prevalent among
courtiers during the Tang Dynasty (AD 618-907).
At the turn of the 20th century, there were about 700 vegetarian restaurants in Beijing
alone. The restaurants experienced a period of decline after China was immersed in wars
in first half of that century. There were at least three distinct styles for vegetarian food:
courtier, monastic and popular.
Food in the courts consisted of at least 200 dishes and was famous for its highly selective choice of ingredients and intricate preparation and cooking, with some dishes needing
almost a week to prepare.
Making mock meat is regarded as one of the most demanding tests for a vegetarian
cook. Yizhichan, or single finger zen, which looks and tastes like sausage, is a common
mock meat dish. The bulk of the sausage is made of soybean, and the fat comes from lotus
root. Other mock vegetarian or vegan foods, all made from vegetable, include "chicken",
"beef", "duck", noodles and wontons. Most of the mock meat is made from material obtained
from soybeans, and refined cooking skills can make them look and taste like the real thing.
In Beijing, a meal in a typical vegetarian restaurant can set you back about 100 yuan
(US$16, 12 euros), but that will cover extra servings.
"Most vegetarian restaurants offer delicious food. Some of them taste even better than
meat. I like to my spend afternoons here, where I can find peace," says 30-year-old university
research assistant Cui Xianglan, who became a vegetarian food advocate four years ago.
Some universities canteens, including those at the elite Peking and Tsinghua universities, also have vegetarian food available in line with changing dietary perceptions.
“Diets have a decisive influence on their health and more people have realized this,”
says Tian Yongsheng, who researches food safety in China.
“The number of people dying from heart disease will obviously decrease if there's more
people opting for vegetarian food.
“The rising trend of vegetarian food in major cities show that more Chinese people are
going back to a healthy way of living.” 
Reprinted by permission of China Daily
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